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ABSTRACT: Psychedelics represent one of the most promising
classes of experimental medicines for the treatment of neuro-
psychiatric disorders due to their ability to promote neural
plasticity and produce both rapid and sustained therapeutic effects
following a single administration. Conventional wisdom holds that
peak mystical experiences induced by psychedelics are a critical
component of their therapeutic mechanisms of action, though
evidence supporting that claim is largely correlational. Here, I
present data suggesting that the subjective effects induced by
psychedelics may not be necessary to produce long-lasting changes
in mood and behavior. Understanding the role of subjective effects in the therapeutic mechanisms of psychedelics will have
important implications for both basic neuroscience and for increasing patient access to the next generation of medicines developed
as a result of psychedelic research.
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Neuropsychiatric diseases such as depression, post-
traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), and addiction are

among the greatest contributors to disability worldwide,1 but
unfortunately, traditional treatments have proven largely
ineffective with long therapeutic lag times and a significant
portion of the patient population remaining treatment-
resistant.2 The advent of psychoplastogens3compounds
with the abilities to rapidly rewire neural circuitry by engaging
plasticity mechanismsrepresents a new era in the develop-
ment of neurotherapeutics focused on fixing neural circuits
rather than rectifying chemical imbalances. Because psychoplas-
togens are quite effective at promoting the growth of cortical
pyramidal neurons, they are particularly well suited to treat
illnesses characterized by the atrophy of neurons in the
prefrontal cortex (PFC) such as stress-related neuropsychiatric
diseases.
Ketamine is one of the best known psychoplastogens, and the

recent approval of esketamine (the S-enantiomer of ketamine)
for treatment-resistant depression represents an important
milestone for psychiatry given that ketamine’s mechanism of
action is unlike anything previously found in psychiatry’s arsenal.
By producing long-lasting changes in neuronal structure and
function, psychoplastogens have the potential to produce
sustained behavioral effects after a single administration.
Dissociative, deliriant, and hallucinogenic drugs have emerged

as some of the most effective psychoplastogens.3 Among these
mind-altering substances, psychedelics have distinguished
themselves by their dramatic, long-lasting effects on cortical

neuron structure and function4 and sustained (>6 months)
antidepressant, anxiolytic, and antiaddictive effects in the clinic.5

A critical question for the field to address is whether or not the
acute subjective effects of these drugs are necessary to produce
long-lasting therapeutic responses. Not only will research in this
area help us to better understand their psychological and
neurobiological mechanisms of action, it has the potential to
have real world consequences for how we might treat patients in
the future.
While psilocybin treatment is demonstrating impressive

clinical efficacy across a broad range of stress-related neuro-
psychiatric diseases,5 this treatment strategy is limited by the
significant healthcare costs associated with it. Due to the
powerful subjective effects of the drug, healthcare professionals
must provide support before, during, and after treatment to
prepare patients for the subjective effects of the drug, ensure that
no harm comes to them during the altered state of conscious-
ness, and help them integrate their experience. Psilocybin
induces subjective effects that last for several hours, prompting
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the exploration of shorter-acting psychedelics to minimize the
time patients must spend in the clinic.6

In addition to the substantial healthcare costs associated with
using psychedelics as medicines, many patients may be reluctant
to participate in psychedelic-assisted therapy given that there is a
risk for short-term anxiety and/or psychological distress.
Moreover, psychedelic-assisted therapy is contraindicated for
those with a family history of psychotic disorders, which is
problematic given the overlapping genetics and comorbidity of
neuropsychiatric diseases. Patient throughput is an important
consideration given the prevalence of mental illness, with some
estimates suggesting that roughly 20% of the population suffers
from a neuropsychiatric disease at any given time.2 If the
subjective effects of psychedelics are not necessary for their long-
lasting antidepressant, anxiolytic, and antiaddictive properties,
new medicines and/or treatment approaches could potentially
be devised to greatly improve patient access to therapies inspired
by psychedelic research.
Clinical studies on psychedelics have been challenged by the

unique ability of these drugs to induce profound altered states of
consciousness, making the design of truly double-blind, placebo-
controlled studies exceedingly difficult. Though modern clinical
studies on psychedelics have made the admirable attempt to
mitigate this issue and reduce expectations by incorporating
“active placebos” (e.g., niacin or a low-dose of a psychedelic)
into their designs,7,8 a large proportion of both patients and
clinicians are still able to correctly distinguish between a high
dose of a psychedelic drug and an active placebo. Thus, it is still
unclear what role placebo effects play in the overall efficacy of
psychedelic-assisted therapy.
Patients who are treated with psychedelic-assisted therapy

often attribute the amelioration of their symptoms to a
psychological breakthrough achieved during a psychedelic-
induced altered state of consciousness. This is not surprising
given that many people rate psychedelic experiences as being
among the most profound and meaningful events in their lives
that can lead to long-lasting changes in their worldviews.9

Research has consistently shown that the intensity of “mystical”
or “peak” experiences induced by psychedelics positively
correlates with therapeutic responses.7,8,10−12 Similar results
have been reported for ketamine.13−15

While studies associating mystical experiences with improved
patient outcomes are quite intriguing, it is important to
remember that correlation does not imply causation, and thus,
we cannot definitively say that the subjective effects induced by
psychedelics cause therapeutic responses. These experiences
might contribute to therapeutic responses, but they may not be
necessary to produce antidepressant, anxiolytic, and antiaddictive
effects. In fact, many patients treated with psychedelics who do
not have full mystical experiences still find psychedelic treatment
to be beneficial, while others who do have full mystical
experiences do not necessarily experience substantial reduction
in disease symptoms.11,16

Perhaps one of the more compelling arguments supporting
the notion that “mystical” or “peak” experiences play a critical
role in psychedelic-induced therapeutic responses is related to
the fact that mystical-type effects better correlate with
antidepressant, anxiolytic, and antiaddictive outcomes than do
the intensities of general subjective drug effects.11,12 However,
mystical-type effects, such as spiritual experiences, feelings of
unity, and disembodiment, might simply be better indicators of
5-HT2A receptor activation than are other subjective drug
effects (e.g., perceptual changes, complex imagery, synesthesia,

etc.). Analogously, psilocybin increases blood pressure (but not
heart rate),8 an effect likely mediated by 5-HT2A receptors
expressed in vascular smooth muscle cells. While it is attractive
to speculate that mystical experiences are directly linked to
therapeutic effects, we must also consider that mystical
experiences, like increases in blood pressure, could simply be a
good biomarker for 5-HT2A receptor activation. As 5-HT2A
receptors have been shown tomediate both the hallucinogenic17

and psychoplastogenic4 effects of psychedelics, positive
correlations between clinical efficacy and subjective effects
should be viewed as expected dose−response relationships.
Further experimentation is needed to claim any causal
relationship between mystical experiences or enhanced neural
plasticity and therapeutic outcomes.
Despite defying conventional wisdom, increasing evidence

suggests that the therapeutic properties of psychedelics and
related psychoplastogens can be dissociated from their
subjective effects. Thus, if enhanced neural plasticity in key
circuits is driving psychedelic-induced changes in behavior, peak
mystical experiences may not be necessary for these drugs to treat
mental illness. It is interesting to note that while the subjective
effects of ketamine treatment subside within a few hours, the
antidepressant response continues to intensify for several days.18

The time course of ketamine’s antidepressant effect is consistent
with our understanding of how ketamine and serotonergic
psychedelics alter neuronal structure over time. An exceedingly
short stimulation period (<1 h) is sufficient for psychoplas-
togens to activate cortical neuron growth mechanisms that can
last for several days.19 Furthermore, the Liston group recently
used a photoactivatable Rac1 to demonstrate the causal
relationship between ketamine-induced spine growth in the
PFC and the drug’s long-lasting antidepressant-like behavioral
effects in rodents.20

As evidence continues to mount implicating structural
plasticity in the therapeutic properties of ketamine and
psychedelics, additional pieces of data indicate that the
subjective effects of these drugs may not be necessary to
produce long-lasting therapeutic effects. First, clinical evidence
suggests that a racemic mixture of ketamine enantiomers may be
more effective than the S-enantiomer, though head-to-head
clinical trials are lacking. Moreover, the R-enantiomer of
ketamine is a more potent psychoplastogen than the S-
enantiomer, producing longer-lasting antidepressant-like effects
in preclinical animal studies21 despite having lower affinity for
the NMDA receptor and reduced psychotomimetic effects.22

Furthermore, (2R,6R)-hydroxynorketaminea metabolite of
R-ketamine lacking dissociative propertieshas demonstrated
robust antidepressant-like effects in rodents.23 Future clinical
trials using R-ketamine and (2R,6R)-hydroxynorketamine will
help to shed light on the role of ketamine’s subjective effects in
its antidepressant properties.
Like R-ketamine, other psychoplastogens that do not produce

psilocybin-like mystical effects have also proven effective
treatments for mental illness. Perhaps the most well-known is
3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA)an atypical
psychedelic of the entactogen family.24 Only 20% of recreational
MDMA users report experiencing any visual hallucinations, and
these are often extremely mild compared to the perceptual
effects induced by compounds like psilocybin or lysergic acid
diethylamide (LSD).24With the exception of its ability to induce
a “blissful state,” MDMA does not produce subjective effects
rivaling those of ketamine or classic serotonergic psychedelics
(e.g., psilocybin and LSD) as measured using a variety of scales
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related to altered states of consciousness and mystical-type
experiences.25,26 Despite its relatively mild subjective effects
compared to classic psychedelics, MDMA potently promotes
neural plasticity4 and has shown enormous potential in the clinic
for treating stress-related neuropsychiatric diseases such as
PTSD.24

Administration of low, subhallucinogenic doses of psyche-
delics also has the potential to shed light on the role of mystical-
type experiences in therapeutic responses. Though anecdotal
reports suggest that psychedelic microdosingthe chronic,
intermittent use of subhallucinogenic dosesmay produce
beneficial effects and relieve symptoms of depression and
anxiety,27,28 these results should be interpreted with caution
given that there are currently no double-blind, placebo-
controlled clinical trials related to the therapeutic effects of
psychedelic microdosing.29 Our group recently demonstrated
that psychedelic microdosing produced antidepressant-like and
anxiolytic effects in rodents with minimal to no impact on other
behavioral measures,30 but these results will need to be
confirmed in humans. Unlike with clinical trials using high
doses of psychedelics, it should be possible to effectively blind
microdosing studies. However, the low doses required to avoid
significant subjective effects may simply be insufficient to
activate 5-HT2A receptors to produce long-lasting changes in
neural circuitry.
Even if psychedelic microdosing ultimately proves to be

efficacious, significant regulatory hurdles and issues related to
abuse potential will need to be overcome if patients are to benefit
from this dosing regimen. The development of nonhallucino-
genic compounds capable of producing psychedelic-like
therapeutic effects would solve these issues and greatly improve
patient access. Recently, our group has made significant progress
in this area. For example, simple transposition of the N,N-
dimethylaminoethyl group of 5-methoxy-N,N-dimethyltrypt-
amine (5-MeO-DMT) from the C3 to the N1 position of the
indole yields 6-MeO-isoDMT. This compound exhibits
significantly reduced hallucinogenic potential, as measured by
the mouse head-twitch response (HTR) assay, while retaining
psychoplastogenic potency comparable to its hallucinogenic
congener (Figure 1).31 Because 6-MeO-isoDMT is at least
equipotent to 5-MeO-DMT with respect to its ability to
promote neural plasticity, it cannot simply be viewed as a less
potent hallucinogen. In fact, many of the nonhallucinogenic
analogues of psychedelics that our group has developed will not
produce hallucinogenic behavioral responses in rodents even at
extremely high doses.
Until recently, it was unknown if nonhallucinogenic

psychoplastogens could produce beneficial behavioral effects
comparable to psychedelics. Through careful chemical design,
we were able to engineer tabernanthalog (TBG)a non-
hallucinogenic analogue of 5-MeO-DMT (Figure 1) that
promotes cortical neuron structural plasticity through activation
of 5-HT2A receptors.32 Like psychedelic compounds, TBG has
demonstrated preclinical therapeutic effects suggesting that it
might be effective at treating a range of neuropsychiatric diseases
including depression, alcohol use disorder, and heroin use
disorder.32 Future work needs to address why functionally
selective 5-HT2A receptor ligands such as TBG can produce
plasticity and therapeutic behavioral responses without inducing
behavioral effects characteristic of classic psychedelics.
Ultimately, clinical trials will be necessary to determine if

psychoplastogenic analogues of psychedelics can produce
therapeutic effects in humans without inducing mystical-like

experiences. Additionally, there are several other experiments
that could potentially be performed to elucidate the roles of both
subjective effects and enhanced neural plasticity in the
therapeutic properties of psychedelics. One option is to employ
a compound producing mystical-like effects without promoting
neuronal growth in the PFC as a true active placebo. However,
no such compound has been identified yet, and such a
compound might not even exist if hallucinogenic effects
inevitably lead to enhanced neural plasticity.
Alternatively, psychedelics could be administered to patients

under anesthesia. This would solve the blinding issue by
preventing patients from experiencing the altered state of
consciousness. Such an experimental design could be a powerful
way to dissociate the psychological from the neurobiological
effects of these drugs. However, care must be taken in the design
of such studies, as several common anesthetics are known to
promote neural plasticity and produce antidepressant effects
themselves.
To the best of my knowledge, no clinical trial has administered

a classic serotonergic psychedelic after the induction of general
anesthesia. However, several studies have demonstrated that
intraoperative ketamine can improve postoperative mood
despite the fact that patients were unconscious during ketamine
administration.33−35 While this suggests that ketamine-induced
mystical experiences may not be necessary to produce
therapeutic responses, the patients in these studies were not
severely depressed. Thus, studies administering ketamine under
general anesthesia to patients with major depressive disorder are
warranted, and at least one such study is currently ongoing.36

While preliminary evidence suggests that the subjective effects
of psychedelics are not necessary to produce therapeutic
responses, they may be critical for achieving maximal efficacy.
Though the strong positive correlation between mystical-type
experiences and the strength of therapeutic responses does not
imply causation, it does implicate either psychological
mechanisms or perhaps an exceptionally strong placebo effect
in the impressive effect sizes observed following psychedelic-
assisted therapy. Thus, the combination of a pharmacologically
induced state of heightened neural plasticity with a profound

Figure 1. Hallucinogenic and psychoplastogenic effects can be
decoupled through careful chemical design. Approximate potencies
and efficacies are shown for mouse head-twitch response behavioral
tests (hallucinogenic effects) and cortical neuron dendritogenesis
assays (psychoplastogenic effects).
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subjective experience could prove invaluable for treating those
who are especially ill or who have attempted other treatments
without success.
Despite the promising therapeutic responses produced by

psychedelic-assisted therapy, the intense subjective effects of
these drugs make it unlikely that they will ever become
widespread treatments for disorders such as depression. In
contrast, strategies for rewiring pathological neural circuitry
without producing psychedelic-like mystical effects hold
enormous promise as potential first-line treatments for a variety
of neuropsychiatric diseases. Regardless, nonhallucinogenic
analogues of psychedelics will provide a wealth of information
about the fundamental neurobiology underlying both com-
pound-induced neural plasticity and hallucinogenic effects. For
an alternative perspective, please see a companion Viewpoint in
this issue.37
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